Fingerless gloves tunisian crochet
Tunisian hook nr 4, normal hook nr 4, 1 ball worsted yarn 100 gr.
1. Make a chain of 30 st -hook loosely or use a hook one size bigger2. ch2 -is first dc-, unfinished dc in the third st from the hook -leave the last loop on
your hook, you’ll have now 2 loops on your hook-, make 28 unfinished dcs in the
next 28 st (30 loops on your hook).
3. Yarn over, pull through 1 loop, yarn over, (pull through 2 loops) repeat until there
is 1 loop left on your hook. (29 vertical sts en 1 loop on the hook).
4. ch1, unfinished dc in the next 29 vertical st -don’t forget the last st-. (30 l loops on
the hook)
Repeat 3 and 4 until you have 10 repeats, end with round 3.
Don’t cut off the yarn, fold your piece of work, right sides facing each other, continue
with a normal hook.
Close the last round by making a sc in the first st of that same round. Start working in
both sides
5 sc in 2 of the ‘repeats’ -insert your hook in both sides, we are going to close the
glove-,
Hole for the thumb: just work in the side closest to you
5 sc in the next 2 1/2 ‘repeats’.
Now back working in both sides.
Dc in the first sts, sc in the next sts until the end of the sides.
Now work at the bottom side, right side facing you.
Make 2 rows of sc at the bottom side. Finish off the yarn.
Now start working at the top.
Make 1 row dcs en than 1 row sc. Finish off the yarn.
Now start working at the hole for the thumb.
5sc in the 5 sc, 3sc in the dc you made connecting front and back side,
5sc at the other side. Make 2 more rounds of 13 sc in this thumb hole.
Finished!

